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Abstract
Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and its main oscillatory feature, frontal theta, have been related to the processing of
recent emotional memories. As memories constitute much of the source material for our dreams, we explored the link
between REM frontal theta and the memory sources of dreaming, so as to elucidate the brain activities behind the
formation of dream content. Twenty participants were woken for dream reports in REM and slow wave sleep (SWS) while
monitored using electroencephalography. Eighteen participants reported at least one REM dream and 14 at least one SWS
dream, and they, and independent judges, subsequently compared their dream reports with log records of their previous
daily experiences. The number of references to recent waking-life experiences in REM dreams was positively correlated
with frontal theta activity in the REM sleep period. No such correlation was observed for older memories, nor for SWS
dreams. The emotional intensity of recent waking-life experiences incorporated into dreams was higher than the emotional
intensity of experiences that were not incorporated. These results suggest that the formation of wakefulness-related dream
content is associated with REM theta activity, and accords with theories that dreaming reflects emotional memory processing taking place in REM sleep.
Key words: frontal theta; dreaming; day-residue effect; REM sleep; memory

Introduction
Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and its main oscillatory feature, frontal theta, play a critical role in the processing of recent
and emotional memories (for reviews, see Walker, 2009; Walker
and van der Helm, 2009; Genzel et al., 2015; Hutchison and

Rathore, 2015). Although recent studies indicate that slow wave
sleep (SWS) could play a complementary role in this processing
(Cairney et al., 2015; Payne et al., 2015), compelling evidence supports the offline benefit of REM sleep for the processing of emotional memories (Wagner et al., 2001; Lara-Carrasco et al., 2009;
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Gujar et al., 2011; van der Helm et al., 2011; Baran et al., 2012;
Payne et al., 2012; Groch et al., 2013, 2015; Spoormaker et al.,
2014), and suggests frontal theta activity as a brain mechanism
underlying such processing (Nishida et al., 2009; PrehnKristensen et al., 2013; Cowdin et al., 2014; Durrant et al., 2015;
Seeley et al., 2016; Marquis et al., 2017).
Memories provide one of the core constituents of our
dreams. Although waking experiences are not faithfully
replayed in dreams (Fosse et al., 2003), dream content arises
from waking-life experiences (Stickgold et al., 2001; Nielsen and
Stenstrom, 2005; Eichenlaub et al., 2017). The notion that dreaming is connected with experiences of the immediately preceding
days was described by Freud using the term ‘day-residues’
(Freud, 1953/1900), and, more recently, numerous studies have
refined this phenomenon (Nielsen and Powell, 1989; Powell
et al., 1995; Nielsen et al., 2004; Schredl, 2006; Blagrove et al.,
2011a,b; van Rijn et al., 2015, 2018; Vallat et al., 2017a). In addition, the nature of the daily experiences incorporated into
dreams has been explored, highlighting that emotional and personally significant experiences are preferentially incorporated
(Cartwright et al., 1998b, 2006; Schredl, 2006; Propper et al., 2007;
Malinowski and Horton, 2014).
This study aimed to explore the link between REM frontal
theta activity and the references to recent waking-life experiences in REM dreams, given that 80% of awakenings from REM
sleep are followed by a dream report (Nielsen, 2000). Following
Schredl’s (2006) finding that the majority of waking-life references in dreams are from the previous 2 days, recent experiences
were defined as those occurring on the 2 days before the dream,
while older memories were defined as from the 8 days before
this, all recorded using a 10 day diary. Specifically, we hypothesized that frontal theta power in REM sleep would be positively
correlated with number of recent experiences incorporated into
REM dreams. By contrast, older experiences and memories,
hypothesized to have already been processed in the preceding
nights, should no longer be mediated by such oscillations. The
association between REM theta activity and wakefulnessrelated dream content could thus decrease or even disappear
for older memories. To test our hypothesis, we explored the
correlation between frontal theta power and the number of recent vs older wakefulness-related dream incorporations using
all the REM dreams collected per participant. In addition, a separate analysis was conducted using the final (i.e. latest) REM
dream of each participant, following the view of a sequential
processing of memories across the night, as a result of the successive cycles of SWS and REM sleep (Giuditta et al., 1995;
Ambrosini and Giuditta, 2001; Walker and Stickgold, 2010;
Giuditta, 2014), and accordingly that REM-sleep memory processing would only emerge fully after earlier sleep cycles had
been completed.
Since it has been reported that waking-life experiences that
are incorporated into dreams are more emotionally intense
than those that are not incorporated (Schredl, 2006; Malinowski
and Horton, 2014), we also hypothesized a difference in the
emotional intensity of incorporated vs non-incorporated recent
experiences. Our design extends the previous work in this area,
in that Malinowski and Horton (2014) assessed emotional intensity but not valence of daily experiences, and these authors and
Schredl (2006) had dreams recorded at home, which can be
from any sleep-stage. This study assessed both emotional intensity and valence of waking-life experiences, and dream
reports were collected after experimental awakenings in REM
sleep and SWS.
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Materials and methods
Participants
Twenty healthy volunteers (10 males, 10 females; mean
age ¼ 21.10, s.d. ¼ 3.23, Supplementary Table S1), all students at
Swansea University and without sleep disorders or neurological/psychiatric history, participated in the study.
Participants were native English speakers and were frequent
dream recallers (i.e. recalling dreams 5–7 times/week).
Participants self-reported sleeping a minimum of 7 h per night,
not taking recreational drugs and not having an excessive alcohol intake (defined as intake >6 units of alcohol per night or
>21 units per week). They were required to abstain from alcohol
and drugs throughout the course of the study and were paid for
their participation. Ethical approval for the study was obtained
from the Research Ethics Committee of the School of Human
and Health Sciences, Swansea University, and all participants
gave written informed consent to take part.
This study focused on the link between REM frontal theta
power and the references to recent experiences in REM dreams,
as well as the emotional intensity of these incorporated experiences. The dream content data from the same sleep laboratory
participants were used for a study on the dream-lag effect, for
which there were three further groups/conditions for home
dream collection; that study is presented elsewhere (van Rijn
et al., 2015) and these sleep laboratory dreams did not evidence
the dream-lag effect.

Experimental design
The time-course of the experiment is presented in Figure 1A.
Participants kept a daily log (Fosse et al., 2003) for 10 consecutive
days before sleeping in the laboratory. They were asked to report each evening on the daily log their ‘major daily activities’
(activities that took up most of each participant’s time during
the day; e.g. going to work or university, meals, shopping), ‘personally significant events’ (important daily events that may or
may not have taken up much time; e.g. emotional events) and
‘major concerns’ (concerns or thoughts that participants had on
their mind during the day that may not have taken up much
time but were still considered important to them; e.g. money
problems, exam stress). Up to five items could be recorded in
each category. For each item reported, participants were also
instructed to state any accompanying emotion (e.g. anger, anxiety/fear, sadness, shame, joy/elation, love/erotic and surprise)
and to rate the intensity of the emotion on a scale, from 1 (low)
to 3 (high). An example is displayed in Figure 2.
On the evening of the 10th daily log day participants slept in
the sleep laboratory (Supplementary Table S2). During that
night, awakenings were conducted in SWS and REM sleep.
Awakenings occurred following 10 min of sleep in each sleepstage. Two SWS awakenings were scheduled during the first
and second SWS periods, while REM awakenings were scheduled from the third sleep cycle onwards. If participants recalled
a dream from either or both SWS awakenings, they were woken
10 min into every following REM period, until morning. If they
failed to recall a dream from the first two SWS awakenings, another SWS awakening was scheduled during the next SWS
period. After three SWS awakenings, only REM awakenings followed, regardless of participants’ dream recall from SWS.
Online scoring followed the AASM Manual for the Scoring of
Sleep (Iber et al., 2007) and was subsequently confirmed offline.
Participants were woken by a buzzer, and interviews were
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A Schematic of the experiment
Dream reports
in the EEG lab
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B Number of REM dream / daily diary item matches across days
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of the experiment. For 10 consecutive days participants were asked to complete a daily log. On the night of the 10th day, they slept in the sleep laboratory and were monitored using polysomnographic recordings. They were awoken after 10 min of REM or SWS sleep, and were asked to report their dreams.
Approximately 4 weeks later they were asked to identify if parts of the dream reports collected in the sleep laboratory matched parts of the 10 daily logs (see Methods).
(B) Mean number of waking-life experiences across the 10 daily log days identified by the participants as being incorporated in REM dreams. Per participant, the mean
number of incorporations of recent (days 1/2) and older (days 3/4, 5/6, 7/8 and 9/10) waking experiences in REM dreams was calculated (for participants who had only
one REM dreams, this unique value was used). The mean across participants was then calculated and is displayed in Figure 1B. Error bars represent s.d. Daily log number refers to the number of days between completing the log and going to the laboratory (e.g. items from daily log 7 occurred 7 days before the night in the laboratory).
(C) Examples of 30 s-long recordings (F3, F4 and bipolar EOG) in REM sleep prior to an awakening with a dream report. Three examples from three different participants
are displayed. In the dream reports following these REM sleep periods, participants identified 4, 2 and 0 recent incorporations, respectively (from top to bottom panels).
EOG are from bipolar montage and the hatched areas characterize EOG events as automatically detected (see Methods).

conducted via an intercom. After turning off the buzzer, participants heard the verbal prompt ‘What was going through your
mind immediately before you were woken up?’ from a digital
voice recorder, and dream reports were recorded using another
recorder. To prompt the participants, they were next asked with
a recorded message: ‘Can you remember anything else?’. After
giving their dream report through the intercom, they were
invited to go back to sleep. A researcher blind to the experiment
transcribed each dream report.
A habituation night was not included in the design because
this would have acted as an event that might be dreamt of during
the subsequent experimental night. It is acknowledged that there
may thus have been first-night effect physiological changes to
sleep structure due to not having a habituation night.
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Correspondence identification task
Approximately 3 weeks after the laboratory night, participants
were provided with the materials to perform the correspondence identification task. Participants received their daily logs
and dream reports on A3 pages, 29.7 cm (high)  42.0 cm (wide),
each sheet with a daily log on the left side and a dream report
on the right, so as to allow comparison of every daily log with
every dream report. Each daily log and dream report sheet was
assigned a random identifying number and the order of the
sheets was randomized. Participants were instructed to compare each of their 10 daily logs with each of their dream report
transcripts to identify similarities or correspondences between
the log items and dream reports, such as of the characters,
objects, actions, locations or themes. If they identified a
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Daily log
Major daily activities
- Attended 1 lecture followed by anatomy
session. 9am – 1pm.
- Sat outside enjoying sunshine whilst
eating, then listening to anatomy podcast.
- Flatmate drove me to Post Office depot to
pick up package then to a retail park to
check out the parking notices. (We have
been issued with a charge notice.)
- Made dinner with flatmate & ate food.
- Evening tasks: Tried to get central heating
working. Spoke to mum. Showered. Tidied
desk.
Personally significant events
- Spoke with my parents on the phone.
- Rang up a lady who I have been meaning
to call for weeks & arrange a meet for my
Family Case Study.
- Jarring with flatmate about various topics.
- Spoke with my boyfriend on Facetime.
- Pre- American presidential election.

Dream report
content (1)

2

content (2)

tense (2)
worried (1)

low/sad/
depressed (3)

3

1

There was a Ferris wheel, and my
anatomy teacher and family were getting on it,
and I was sat with my, I think mum and dad and
we were talking about getting a new phone. We
were playing around with old handsets, and I
was being given the phone by my mum who I
think had got it for me perhaps I wasn’t... kept
putting it down forgetting where I put it, I don’t
know. Somebody was saying that it was
somebody else’s last day of work, somebody
senior, and that meant that they were getting
booted out, you know they were being made to
retire as opposed to voluntarily leaving, up at the
top I think.

happy & sad (2)
relieved (2)

upsetting (2)
happy (1)
excitement (2)

Major concerns
annoyed/worried (2)
- Getting the central heating to work.
worried (3)
- Looming amount of work. Keeping up to
date.
worried/guilty (2)
- Whether or not to go to London this
weekend to stay with my boyfriend.
- Money.

Correspondence

Level of match

1

4

2

7

3

6

Fig. 2. Example of incorporations of daily life experiences into dreams. A daily log is displayed on the left side and a dream report on the right side. In this example, the
participant identified three correspondences scored 4, 7 and 6, respectively (on a scale from 0 [none] to 8 [extremely strong] assessing the extent of correspondence between the part of the daily log and the part of the dream report).

correspondence, they were instructed to draw boxes around the
matched words or sentences in the daily log and around the
matched words or sentences in the dream report, and then to
rate the level of correspondence between the two parts using a
scale from 0 (none) to 8 (extremely strong; Figure 2). Zero, one or
more than one correspondence(s) could be identified for each
A3 sheet. Examples of sheets and instructions on how to perform the task were provided.

Behavioral data
The number of daily log items identified by the participants as
being incorporated into their dream reports, with scores of 4 or
higher, was counted for each daily log and dream report combination. The threshold of 4 was used so as to ensure that participants had confidence in identifying each memory source
item used for the analysis. All dream reports were included in
the analysis, with no minimum length requirement, as several
of the shortest reports were found to exhibit correspondences;
furthermore, dream length was controlled for in partial correlation analyses.
Recent waking-life experiences were defined as items from
the day of going to the laboratory and the day before that (i.e.
from daily logs 1–2, respectively). Older waking-life experiences
were defined as items from daily logs 3 to 10 and were analyzed
in pairs as respectively daily logs 3–4, 5–6, 7–8 and 9–10. Within
each pair of days, daily experiences that occurred on both days
and identified as being incorporated into a dream were counted
only once, to avoid an overestimation of the frequency of incorporation into dreams.
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Independent judges
Two independent judges conducted blind ratings of the correspondences between dream content and the daily logs of days 1
and 2, thus identifying incorporation of recent waking-life experiences. Ratings were conducted by the judges for these 2 days
only because the hypothesized effect was restricted to these
days. The judges were asked to identify any elements in the
dream reports that matched items in the daily logs, using
the same materials, method and instructions as followed by the
participants.
The same method of scoring, collation and analysis for the
combinations of daily log and dream report was followed for the
judge ratings as for the participant ratings. For each daily log
and dream report sheet the number of incorporations was computed as the average of the two judges’ scores.

EEG recordings and spectral analysis
In the laboratory, electroencephalography (EEG), electrooculography (EOG) and electromyography (EMG) were continuously
recorded using a Trackit 18/8 system (Lifelines Ltd, UK, sampling rate: 200 Hz). EEG electrodes were placed according to the
standard 10–20 system at F3, F4, C3, C4, M1 and M2. EOG electrodes were applied above the right outer canthus and below the
left outer canthus, and EMG electrodes on the chin muscles.
The common reference electrode was placed on top of the head
at CPz position, and the ground electrode on the forehead.
EEG analysis was performed using Fieldtrip (Oostenveld
et al., 2011) and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.). Frontal EEG
channels (F3 and F4) were filtered between 1 and 25 Hz (high-
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and low-pass filters, respectively; bidirectional Butterworth, 4th
order) and quantitative EEG analysis was performed on the last
3 min of sleep preceding awakenings. EEG traces were visually
inspected and awakenings with overall excessive artifacts were
excluded.
Each awakening was first epoched in 4 s-long windows with
50% overlap (resulting in 89 4 s-long epochs per awakening) and
4 s-long epochs with absolute signal amplitude exceeding 70 mV
in REM sleep and 200 mv in SWS were automatically excluded.
Visual inspection was then performed to ensure that all windows exhibiting artifacts were properly excluded. In addition, in
REM sleep, only accepted 4 s EEG epochs that were also free of
REMs (that is, tonic REM sleep, not overlapping with REM
events) were retained, so as to exclude any potential effect of
eye movements in our results. REM events were detected in an
automatic fashion as described later.
Power spectra were computed by a fast Fourier transform
(‘mtmfft’ method in Fieldtrip, demeaning, hanning tapering).
The frequency resolution was set at 0.25 Hz, from 1 to 25 Hz. The
spectral power density was averaged across accepted 4 s-long
epochs and then in the theta band (4–7 Hz) to test our hypothesis. Non-hypothesized spectral power density in the delta (1–
3 Hz), alpha (9–13 Hz) and beta (16–25 Hz) bands were also
assessed as control wave bands for REM sleep, and theta, delta
and sigma (12–16 Hz) for SWS.
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this weighted correlation coefficient was determined using a
Spearman statistical table (Ramsey, 1989) with n ¼ number of
participants and df ¼ n2.
To check that time since sleep onset (i.e. sleep duration from
the first epoch scored as N2 to the time of instrumental awakening) and length of dream reports (i.e. number of words in the
dream report, using the method of Antrobus, 1983) were not
confounds in the theta correlations, these parameters were partialled out of the correlation coefficients.
Non-hypothesized relationships between power in other frequency bands and number of incorporations of waking-life
memories into REM and SWS dreams were assessed using the
same procedure.
Emotion of memories incorporated vs not incorporated into dreams.
The emotional intensity of daily log items that were incorporated into dream content were compared with the intensity of
non-incorporated items, as a function of valence and sleepstage, using mixed model analysis (two-tailed, P < 0.05). To be
included in the analysis a participant had to have both incorporated and non-incorporated daily log item(s) for at least one of
the four combinations of valence (positive vs negative) and
sleep-stage (REM vs SWS dreams).

Results
REM detection in REM sleep

Sleep measures

Eye movement periods (also called REM events) within the last
3 min of sleep preceding REM awakenings were automatically
detected through EOG recordings. EOG channels were filtered
between 0.1 and 3 Hz (high- and low-pass filters, respectively;
bidirectional Butterworth, 4th order) before being rereferenced
to each other (bipolar montage). A detection threshold was then
applied (threshold ¼ mean þ 2 s.d.; mean and s.d. were estimated after having removed extreme values, i.e. jvaluesj >
400 mV). Zero-crossings immediately before and after periods
crossing the threshold were localized and used for further
analysis.
A REM event was defined between two consecutive zerocrossings as an event meeting the following conditions: (i)
event duration <4 s and (ii) a maximal approximate derivative
(from zero-crossing to first sample crossing detection threshold and/or from last sample crossing detection threshold to
next zero-crossing; using diff function in MATLAB) of at least
0.2 mV.ms1. All REM events were verified visually and the number and duration of REM events were computed for each
awakening.

One participant failed to fall asleep during the night in the sleep
laboratory and one participant did not complete the correspondence task at the end of the experiment, 18 participants
were thus considered for further analysis.
In total, 93 awakenings were conducted (mean number of
awakenings per participant ¼ 5.2, s.d. ¼ 1.8). Of the 93 awakenings, 48 were conducted in REM (51.6% of the awakenings), 39 in
SWS (41.9%) and 6 in a mixed state (e.g. a mix of REM and N2,
6.5%). On average, the REM awakenings occurred 347.9 min
(s.d. ¼ 123.6) after sleep onset, while SWS awakenings occurred
110.0 min (s.d. ¼ 92.7) after sleep onset.

Statistical analysis
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.) and SPSS (IBM, USA) were used
to perform the statistical analyses.
Correlation analyses. The correlations between frontal theta activity and wakefulness-related dream content were tested using
Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient and the significance was set at P < 0.05 (two-tailed).
For the all REM (and SWS) dreams analyses, where the number of repetitions per participant could vary (from 1 to 4 for REM,
and 1 to 2 for SWS), the weighted correlation coefficient as
described in Bland and Altman (1995) was computed (using the
participant-specific averages for each variable and the number
of observations per participant as weights). The significance of
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Dream measures
Of the 48 REM awakenings, 46 were followed by a dream report
(95.8% of the REM awakenings, mean number of REM dreams
per participant ¼ 2.6, range ¼ from 1 to 4 REM dreams; n ¼ 18
participants). The REM dream reports contained on average 83.1
words per dream (s.d. ¼ 93.6, min ¼ 3, max ¼ 452). The participants identified on average 1.31 (s.d. ¼ 1.42) recent experiences
from days 1 to 2 in REM dreams, and 0.73 (0.86), 0.86 (0.68), 0.84
(0.89) and 0.69 (0.75) older experiences from days 3 to 4, 5 to 6, 7
to 8 and 9 to 10, respectively (Figure 1B).
Of the 39 SWS awakenings, 19 were followed by a dream report (48.7% of the SWS awakenings). Nine participants had one
SWS awakening followed by a dream report, and five participants had two SWS awakenings each followed by a dream report. The SWS dream reports contained on average 25.9 words
per dream (s.d. ¼ 26.6, min ¼ 1, max ¼ 104). The participants
identified on average 1.07 (s.d. ¼ 1.31) recent experiences from
days 1 to 2 in SWS dreams, and 0.93 (1.16), 0.79 (0.83), 0.64 (0.99)
and 0.93 (1.02) older experiences from days 3 to 4, 5 to 6, 7 to 8
and 9 to 10, respectively.
For the ratings by independent judges of the correspondences between REM dream content and the daily logs from days
1 to 2, a mean of 1.02 recent incorporations (s.d. ¼ 0.89) were
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REM
SWS

Fig. 3. Averaged power spectrum in REM and SWS sleep. Per electrode (F3 and F4), power spectrum of the 3 min of sleep preceding each awakening was computed (see
Methods) and log-transformed (base 10) before being averaged across awakenings for REM and SWS separately.

identified per participant. Across the 46 REM dreams, the
unstandardized Cronbach’s alpha between scores of participants and the judges was 0.78 (considered as acceptable).

EEG recordings and power spectrum
Two REM awakenings (both followed by a dream report) were
excluded from the power analyses due to poor quality EEG
recordings/excessive artifact components in the 3 min of sleep
preceding the awakening. The EEG analyses were thus performed on the remaining awakenings (46 REM awakenings
including 44 followed by a dream report; 39 SWS awakenings
including 19 with a dream report). Examples of 30 s-recordings
are displayed in Figure 1C.
Based on the amplitude threshold and visual inspection,
the mean percentage of 4 s-long windows excluded was, respectively, 5.3% (s.d. ¼ 9.7) in REM periods and 1.0% (s.d. ¼ 1.7)
in SWS periods. The mean number of EOG events detected in
REM periods was 18.3 (s.d. ¼ 6.5; averaged duration within the
3 min ¼ 31.0 s, s.d. ¼ 9.7). Accordingly, the final set of 4 s-long
windows accepted in tonic (without REMs) REM periods was
defined as the intersection of the 4 s-long windows passing
amplitude threshold and without overlapping REMs, resulting
in a mean percentage of accepted windows of 62.3%
(s.d. ¼ 13.5) in tonic REM periods. The averaged EEG power
spectra in (tonic) REM and SWS at F3 and F4 are displayed in
Figure 3.

Correlations between REM frontal theta and number of
waking-life memories in REM dreams
As hypothesized, for the sample of all REM dreams (44 awakenings from 18 participants), the correlation analysis showed that
the number of recent waking-life items (from days 1 to 2) incorporated into dream reports was positively correlated with
frontal REM theta power (Figure 4, upper panel; F3: weighted
Spearman rho ¼ 0.494, P < 0.05; F4: weighted rho ¼ 0.411,
P < 0.10).
No significant correlation was observed between theta
power and number of older waking-life log items for either F3
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(Figure 4, middle panel; weighted rho ¼ 0.176, 0.179, 0.076 and
0.006, for respectively days 3–4, 5–6, 7–8, 9–10; all P-values >
0.20) or F4 (weighted rho ¼ 0.113, 0.185, 0.200, 0.105, for respectively days 3–4, 5–6, 7–8, 9–10; all P-values > 0.20). As a further control, correlations between number of incorporations of
recent daily log experiences and delta, alpha and beta power in
the last 3 min of the REM period were computed. The latter correlations were not significant (delta: F3, weighted rho ¼ 0.441,
P > 0.05; F4, weighted rho ¼ 0.386, P > 0.10; alpha: F3, weighted
rho ¼ 0.161, P > 0.50; F4, weighted rho ¼ 0.152, P > 0.50; beta: F3,
weighted rho ¼ 0.162, P > 0.50; F4, weighted rho ¼ 0.266 P >
0.20).
Partial correlations were computed to adjust for sleep duration preceding the REM awakening, and also to adjust for
dream report length. After adjusting for sleep duration, partial
weighted correlations (with recent waking-life log items) were
rho ¼ 0.507 (P < 0.05) at F3 and rho ¼ 0.430 (P < 0.10) at F4, while
weighted partial correlations were rho ¼ 0.481 (P < 0.05) at F3
and rho ¼ 0.390 (P < 0.20) at F4 after adjusting for dream report
length.
We also analyzed the sample of the last REM dream of
each participant (18 awakenings, in red in Figure 4), following
the view of a sequential processing of memories across the
night, as a result of the successive cycles of SWS and REM
sleep (e.g. Giuditta et al., 1995). On average, 1.33 recent incorporations (s.d. ¼ 1.53) were identified per dream, and a significant correlation between the number of recent waking-life log
items incorporated and theta power was observed at F3 (rho ¼
0.668, P < 0.005) and F4 (rho ¼ 0.666, P < 0.005). After adjusting
for sleep duration, partial correlations were rho ¼ 0.667 (P <
0.005) at F3 and rho ¼ 0.666 (P < 0.005) at F4, while partial correlations were rho ¼ 0.659 (P < 0.005) at F3 and rho ¼ 0.667
(P < 0.005) at F4 after adjusting for dream report length in
words.

Correlations using external judges
For the sample of all REM dreams, there was no significant correlation between theta and number of recent incorporations
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rho= .494* (all)
rho= .668* (last)
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rho= .411† (all)
rho= .666* (last)

Number of recent experiences (participants)
rho= -.076 (all)
rho= .038 (last)

rho= -.200 (all)
rho= .029 (last)

Number of older experiences (participants)
rho= .041 (all)
rho= .514* (last)

rho= -.040 (all)
rho= .529* (last)

Number of recent experiences (judges)
Fig. 4. Relationship between the number of incorporations of daily experiences in REM dreams and frontal theta activity in REM sleep. The two first panels display the
relationship between the frontal theta power in REM sleep and the number of recent (from days 1/2, top panel) and older (from days 7/8, middle panel) experiences
identified as being incorporated in REM dreams by the participants. The last panel displays the relationship when judges independently identified recent incorporations in REM dreams (from days 1/2, bottom panel). Higher frontal theta activity in REM sleep was associated with higher number of references to recent waking experiences in REM dreams as identified by the participants for the all REM (weighted correlation coefficient, in gray) and last/only REM (in red) samples (*P < 0.05, † P < 0.10;
two-tailed) or by independent judges for the last/only REM samples (*P < 0.05, two-tailed). The sample of the final or only REM dream of each participant is highlighted
in red. The data points for number of incorporations 0, 1 and 2 for participants’ scores (top and middle panels) were slightly spaced horizontally for display purposes.

identified by judges at F3 (weighted rho ¼ 0.041, P > 0.50) or F4
(weighted rho ¼ 0.040, P > 0.50).
As was done using the participants’ scores, the sample of
the last REM dream of each participant was also explored. On
average, 0.86 recent incorporations (s.d. ¼ 0.78) were identified
by judges per dream, and a significant correlation between
theta and number of incorporations was observed at F3 (rho ¼
0.514, P < 0.05) and F4 (rho ¼ 0.529, P < 0.05). So as to investigate
whether this difference in comparison to the all REM dreams
analysis was related to the length of the dream reports that
were included in the analyses, the mean lengths of the two
samples of reports were compared. The last or only dream of
participants were found to be longer than the earlier dreams of
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participants [early REM dream reports (n ¼ 26) mean ¼ 58.7
words, s.d. ¼ 54.4; last or only REM dream reports (n ¼ 18) mean¼ 113.7 words, s.d. ¼ 128.2] but this difference was not significant [mixed model analysis, F(1, 24.9) ¼ 3.46, P < 0.10].

No correlations between EEG power and incorporations
in SWS dreams
As predicted, no significant correlation was observed between
number of recent incorporations in SWS dreams and SWS theta
power for either F3 (weighted rho ¼ 0.219, P > 0.20) or F4
(weighted rho ¼ 0.306, P > 0.20) analyzing all SWS dreams,
or analyzing first/only SWS dream for either F3 (rho ¼ 0.066,
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P > 0.50) or F4 (rho ¼ 0.296, P > 0.20). As the main oscillatory feature in SWS is delta activity, these correlations were rerun using
delta power. No significant correlation was observed between
recent incorporations and SWS delta power for either F3
(weighted rho ¼ 0.289, P > 0.20) or F4 (weighted rho ¼ 0.249, P >
0.20) analyzing all SWS dreams, or analyzing first/only SWS
dream for either F3 (rho ¼ 0.258, P > 0.20) or F4 (rho ¼ 0.169, P >
0.50). Similarly, no significant correlation was observed between
recent incorporations and SWS sigma power for either F3 (rho ¼
0.093, P > 0.50) or F4 (rho ¼ 0.211, P > 0.20) analyzing all SWS
dreams, or analyzing first/only SWS dream for either F3 (rho ¼
0.101, P > 0.50) or F4 (rho ¼ 0.261, P > 0.20).

Table 1. Emotional intensity of the recent experiences as a function
of (non-)incorporation into REM vs SWS dreams

REM dreams
Positive emotional items
Negative emotional items
SWS dreams
Positive emotional items
Negative emotional items

Incorporated

Non-incorporated

Mean

Mean

s.d.

n

s.d.

2.041
1.961

0.407
0.704

1.739
1.600

0.516
0.764

12
12

2.104
2.167

0.684
0.753

1.505
1.770

0.499
0.581

8
6

Emotional intensity (mean 6 s.d.) of recent daily log items as a function of

Correlations at central channels
Although this study was focused on the relationship between
REM frontal theta and the number of recent waking-life experiences in REM dreams, we explored this relationship at central
channels as a further control. The correlation at central channels was computed following the same analysis as for frontal
channels after having visually excluded EEG traces with overall
excessive artifacts. For the sample of all REM dreams, the correlation analysis showed that the number of recent waking-life
items (from days 1 to 2) incorporated into dream reports was
not significantly correlated with theta power at C3 (36 awakenings from 16 participants; weighted rho ¼ 0.396, P > 0.10) or C4
(29 awakenings from 12 participants; weighted rho ¼ 0.429, P >
0.10). A positive correlation was observed for the sample of last
REM dreams at C3 (15 participants; rho ¼ 0.564, P < 0.05) and C4
(11 participants; rho ¼ 0.602, P < 0.05). However, using judges’
scores, no significant correlation was observed using all REM
dreams (weighted rho ¼ 0.078, P > 0.50 at C3 and weighted rho
¼ 0.070, P > 0.50 at C4) or last REM dream (rho ¼ 0.315, P > 0.20
at C3 and rho ¼ 0.479, P > 0.10 at C4). All correlations of central
theta with incorporation of older waking-life items were nonsignificant.

Emotional intensity of the incorporated vs
non-incorporated recent items
In total, 372 daily log items from the days 1 to 2 logs were analyzed. The number of occurrences of emotion scores 3, 2, 1,
0, 1, 2 and 3 were 44, 66, 19, 94, 42, 64 and 43, respectively. Items
scored from 3 to 0 and from 0 to 3 were classified as negative
and positive emotion items, respectively. The means for emotional intensity of incorporated and non-incorporated items are
presented in Table 1, as a function of valence of the daily log
item and sleep-stage.
Fifteen participants had both incorporated and nonincorporated daily log items for at least one of the four combinations of valence (positive vs negative) and sleep-stage (REM vs
SWS dreams) and so were included in the analysis. As many of
these participants did not have incorporated and nonincorporated items for all four combinations, the sample sizes
shown in Table 1 for each combination are <15. A mixed model
analysis using type III tests of fixed effects showed a significant
difference between emotional intensity of incorporated and
non-incorporated experiences [F(1, 28.3) ¼ 11.19, P ¼ 0.002] but
no interaction between the incorporated/non-incorporated and
valence factors [F(1, 28.3) ¼ 0.08, P > 0.50], nor the incorporated/
non-incorporated and sleep-stage factors [F(1, 28.3) ¼ 0.44, P >
0.50]. The three-way interaction between the incorporated/nonincorporated, valence and sleep-stage factors was also nonsignificant [F(1, 28.3) ¼ 0.29, P > 0.50]. Thus, intensity of emotion
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whether the item was or was not incorporated into a REM or SWS dream, and as
a function of valence of the daily log item emotion. Note: Emotions of daily log
items were rated 3, 2, 1, 0, þ1, þ2, þ3, and negatively valenced items are
represented by absolute value of score. n refers to number of participants for
each condition.

was associated with incorporation of waking-life experiences
into dreams, and this relationship held for positive and negative
emotions and for SWS and REM dreams.

Discussion
The number of references to recent waking-life experiences in
REM dreams was found to be positively correlated with frontal
theta activity in the last 3 min of the REM sleep period from
which the dream was collected. No such correlation was
observed for older memories, nor between theta and memory
incorporations in SWS dreams, suggesting a REM specific brain
correlate of the incorporation of recent waking-life experiences
into dreams. The correlations were higher for the last REM
dream report of the night. In addition, recent experiences incorporated into REM and SWS dreams had significantly higher
emotional intensity than did non-incorporated recent experiences, irrespective of valence.
Although brain activity related to the recall or non-recall of
dreams is a field of intense research (Chellappa et al., 2011, 2012;
Marzano et al., 2011; Ruby et al., 2013; Eichenlaub et al., 2014a,b;
Scarpelli et al., 2017; Vallat et al., 2017b), few studies, to our
knowledge, have attempted to link sleeping brain activities with
the content of associated dreams. For example, Dresler et al.
(2011) showed that a predefined motor task performed during
REM dreaming was associated with neural activation of the corresponding sensorimotor cortex, Horikawa et al. (2013) successfully categorized the dream content of sleepers at N1 sleep
onset by applying a machine learning approach on fMRI data,
and Siclari et al. (2017) linked different components of REM
dream content to EEG activity in the corresponding brain areas.
These studies identified brain activity during sleep that underlies the content of dreams, providing critical evidence of how
dreaming is constructed at the brain level. The findings from
this study extend this research by identifying a relationship between REM theta activity and the degree to which dream content is related to recent experiences, with this relationship
being present for the whole sample of REM dreams but more so
for REM dreams later in the night.

Dream content and REM-sleep dependent memory
consolidation
The literature repeatedly highlights the processing of emotional
memories in REM sleep and the relationship of this processing
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to REM frontal theta oscillations (Wagner et al., 2001; Groch
et al., 2013, 2015; Prehn-Kristensen et al., 2013; Cowdin et al.,
2014; Durrant et al., 2015; Seeley et al., 2016). Theta power in REM
sleep has been correlated with post-sleep recall of recent emotional memories in humans (Nishida et al., 2009), while theta coherence between the amygdala, medial prefrontal cortex and
hippocampus in REM sleep has been correlated with overnight
bidirectional changes in fear memory in rats (Popa et al., 2010).
In this study, the finding that recent experiences incorporated
into REM dreams are linked to REM frontal theta, and exhibit
higher emotional intensity than the experiences not incorporated, support a framework in which dreaming might be reflective of memory consolidation processes, a framework which has
already received support (for reviews, see Stickgold et al., 2001;
Payne, 2010; Wamsley, 2014). Our results suggest that the occurrence of recent waking-life experiences in dreams might reflect
the ongoing, theta-mediated, consolidation of these new emotional memories in REM sleep. That emotional experiences are
more likely to be incorporated into REM and SWS dreams than
less emotional experiences accords with theories of the processing of recent emotional memories during sleep, such as
Walker and van der Helm’s (2009) Sleep to Remember and Sleep
to Forget theory, that sleep causes a reduction in emotional
tone while tagged memories are consolidated, as supported by
Vallat et al.’s (2017a) finding that dream elements have a
reduced emotional tone in comparison to their waking-life
memory sources. That the last reported REM dream of the night
evidenced the relationship with theta more than did earlier
REM dreams may be due to a greater complexity of processing
once earlier cycles have been completed. Alternatively, this
time of night effect may be a function of the greater elaboration,
length and complexity of dream-stories in later REM periods
(Cipolli and Poli, 1992; Cipolli et al., 2015).
Importantly, this link between frontal theta activity and
waking-life experiences in REM dreams was not observed with
older memories. This result suggests a transformation across
nights of the memories, as proposed by the Sleep to Remember
and Sleep to Forget model (Walker, 2009; Walker and van der
Helm, 2009). Our results bolster this model by suggesting a transformation across nights of the memory traces processed in REM
sleep, that is, while older memories are still present in dreams,
these memory traces are no longer related to REM theta activity.
However, the question whether dreaming itself is a functional component of the consolidation of memories is highly
debated (Wamsley and Stickgold, 2011; Wamsley, 2014), and this
study does not provide conclusive evidence for a memory function of dreaming itself since it is impossible to quantify whether
the incorporation of recent waking experiences into REM
dreams transformed the memory traces in any meaningful way.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the pioneering work
by Cartwright et al. (1998a, 2003, 2006) suggests a role of REM
dreams in recovery from emotional trauma, while the affective
network dysfunction model of Nielsen and Levin (2007) proposes that nightmares reflect failures of a fear memory extinction function of dreaming. These works highlight a memory
function of dreaming through the regulation of emotional components of memories, and the current results are compatible
with this hypothesis that a function of REM sleep, and concomitant dreaming, is to transform emotional memories.

Identification of incorporations by external judges
Incorporations of recent experiences identified by judges correlated with frontal theta power for the sample comprising the
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final REM dream of each participant, while no correlation was
observed when all REM dreams were considered. Caution is
needed, however, regarding this lack of correlation for judge
identified incorporations when early REM dreams were included
in analyses. Despite the acceptable reliability between judges
and participant scores, the relative shortness in length of early
REM dream reports might have resulted in judges having less
detail on which to base judgments about dream content than
do participants themselves, a point discussed by Sikka et al.
(2014).

Limitations of the study
Although there was no significant correlation for SWS dreams,
there were also fewer dream reports in that condition compared
with REM sleep, raising the possibility that the absence of a correlation could be due to low statistical power. Furthermore, the
use of a multiple-night design is recommended for future studies so as to limit the sleep disturbance due to multiple awakenings within a single night as used in this study, affording an
across-night balance of both sleep-stages and sleep cycles, and
greater representativeness of REM dreams for the different
cycles.
Although the rationale for the findings of this study concerned frontal theta, we acknowledge that as we did not have a
full array of control regions for EEG, it was not possible to fully
explore to what extent the effect was specific to the frontal region. The effect was also found for neighboring central electrodes using the last REM sample, although not significantly so for
the all REM sample nor for judge scored incorporations. That
the effect might be present for central regions is plausible. By
comparing REM sleep awakenings that were followed by a
dream report vs those not followed by a dream report, Marzano
et al. (2011) reported differences in theta power between the two
conditions that exhibited a topography spreading to central and
left temporal areas, although only in frontal areas was the association of theta power with dream recall significant.
Accordingly, future studies should use a larger number of electrodes to refine the involvement of frontal and neighboring central and temporal regions in the correlation between the
number of recent waking-life experiences incorporated into
REM dreams and REM theta power.

Conclusion
The number of references to recent waking-life experiences in
REM dreams was found to be positively correlated with frontal
theta activity in the REM sleep period. No such correlation was
observed for older memories, nor for SWS dreams. Furthermore,
the emotional intensity of recent waking-life experiences incorporated into dreams was higher than the emotional intensity of
experiences that were not incorporated. These results accord
with theories that dreaming reflects emotional memory processing taking place in REM sleep.
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